
The world is going through a time of change and with that change can come fear, fear of
the unknown, fear of what the future might hold. People are feeling that they are no
longer in control of their lives. At The Pillar Code, we focus on reconnecting clients to
their Happiness, Health and Wealth as we re-align the conscious states by removing
blocks that exist deep in your consciousness. The Connection Code is our 'taster
program', designed  to start your connection back to true happiness, health of mind and
body, wealth and value. In this 3-step program, you:

1. Have a Pillar Practitioner personally test, treat and turn what is blocking your life’s
journey and discover what is keeping you Stressed, Overwhelmed and Stuck; 

2. Discover the key messages that may be holding you back from attaining your –
Happiness, Health, and Wealth;  

3. Be guided through a treatment to rediscover being calm, in control and confident;
and

4. Start the healing journey of your Life, Mind, and Body.

3 x 45 minute appointments 
Focus on clearing blocks to your “Peace, Purpose and
Prosperity” ™

Have an introduction to The Pillar Code Team and our
Programs and gain an insight as to how The Pillar Code
Program supports your Life, Mind & Body journey.

The Connection Code consists of three 3 x 45 minute one-
on-one appointments with one of our Pillar Practitioners. 

Program Overview: 

"The information and healing that PJ and The Pillar Code Team has been gifted is simply
amazing! This program has allowed me to see the truth of myself and my life. I feel amazing

and am making choices in my life that I only dreamed of before."
 

Kimberley (NSW)

The Connection Code - Taster Program
Invest in Yourself

Decode Your Life - Recode Your Future - Today 
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The Investment:

The Connection Code total investment with 
Licenced Pillar Practitioner is $AUD 375.

 
CURRENT SPECIAL: $AUD 250 to assist those dealing
with the stresses of the recent events.

Payments can be made through direct debit, credit
card or ZipMoney - an easy payment plan service for
Australian bank account holders!

Speak to our admin team for further information and
Create Positive Change in your life immediately.

"The world is rapidly changing with excessive stress, creating havoc in our lives. 
It is about time to create positive change in our lives, our families and our communities! 

 If not now, when?"
 

PJ Ashley - CEO, The Pillar Code

Decode Your Life - Recode Your Future - Today 
 info@thepillarcode.com                              Call us at 1800-TPC-888

Contact your Pillar Practitioner or email us at info@thepillarcode.com and get started on
your healing journey today.

The Pillar Code 12-Step Signature Program is delivered: Individually and online by a
trained and Licenced Pillar Practitioner.   As a non-invasive modality or healing program,
recognised in 39 countries, we use various tools and techniques to quickly identify then
remove the negative affects that are stuck in your subconscious and unconscious, which
create negative patterns and sabotage you from reaching your potential of Happiness,
Health and Wealth.

Don't be the next statistic: The World Health Organisation defines stress as "the reaction
people may have when presented with demands and pressures that are not matched to
their knowledge and abilities, and which challenge their ability to cope." It is not a disease.
However, if stress is intense and goes on for some time, it can lead to mental and physical
ill health (for example, depression, nervous breakdown, heart disease). Workplace stress, if
not properly managed, is associated with poor health and well-being, lower productivity
and increased sickness absence. 

How do you get started? 

The Connection Code
"Re-coding your Life, Mind & Body"
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